
Safety Report for NRC Executive June 2021 

 
Introduction 
With the roll-out of various vaccines, we appear to be getting on top of Covid-19.  
However, the danger still exists and, for the foreseeable future, we must continue to follow 
the government’s guidelines to keep everyone safe. 
 
Safety Alerts 
British Rowing publishes Safety Alerts and Safety Reports.  Please read these; they have 
important information, including information on national incidents.  The information from 
incidents is anonymised unless the submitting club is happy to be named, but lessons can 
be learned from them.  Experience is learning from your own mistakes; education is 
learning from the mistakes of others, and is usually less painful. 
 
Incident Reports 
Please complete Incident Reports for any incidents to do with rowing; we can learn also  
from land-training incidents, and a report may allow someone else to avoid an injury; see 
the paragraph above. 
 
Covid-19 
BR will continue publish any changes to the rules based on updated advice from the 
Government. 
 
Events 
Now that events have restarted, we will have to remain flexible.  Covid-19 precautions will 
continue to be a major feature of Competitors’ Instructions; ignoring them may be 
considered as unsportsmanlike behaviour and be punished as such. 
 
Welfare 
While not strictly part of my safety remit, many people will have been adversely affected by 
Covid-19 even if they have not actually caught it.  We may all have lost some of our 
natural communication skills during lock-down, not helped by the need to wear facemasks.  
As we return to events and other public gatherings, we should all try to make allowances 
for others who may seem to find communication difficult; they may have been isolated for 
months. 
 
If you want further information on any of the above, please contact me. 
 
John Mulholland 
Regional Rowing Safety Advisor 
British Rowing Northern Region 
e-mail:            john.rrsa@jdmulholland.plus.com  
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